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Abstract. With the use of probabilistic and risk-based methods by industry it is 
often necessary to estimate and input values for the reliability of inspection methods 
typically in terms of Probability of Detection (POD). In many cases this has been 
based on expert judgment.  In recent years a more structured approach has 
developed utilising trial data and increasingly multi-parameter POD models.  
Inspection reliability has featured recently in a number of important legal cases, 
which has focused attention on the factors affecting reliability and approaches used 
to estimate reliability in practical circumstances. 
  
The paper will discuss the use of POD trial data in real situations such as in a noisy 
turbine hall, railway depot or oil installation.  How can you estimate and bound the 
POD curve for an actual inspection situation, compared to the different case and 
often very different environment that may have been considered in the trials?  Key 
factors in such analysis are how to allow and correct for human and environmental 
factors (HF), and application related factors (AP) such as the response of a real 
defects such as tight stress corrosion cracks (SCC) compared to slots or simulated 
defects that may have been used in trials. 
 
The paper will review recent work by ESR technology and others in this area 
including: methodologies for estimating POD curves from trial data, the use of 
parametric data from models or simulations, and assessing the reliability of 
detection of real cracks. Human factors are covered in a separate paper [Th.5.A.4]. 
 
A specific model-based approach developed in the offshore industry through the 
HOIS joint industry project is presented. This allows the POD for corrosion 
mapping and radiography inspections to be estimated and parametric studies 
undertaken to estimated the reliability of commercial inspection equipment in real 
situations.  

1. Introduction 

Risk management programmes such as Risk-Based Inspection (RBI) [1-3] and Non-
Intrusive Inspection (NII) [4-5] deal with failure probabilities, and generate inspection 
workscopes to mitigate some of the risk of plant operation. This is achieved by providing 
information on the presence and stage of advancement of pertinent degradation processes.   

The reliabilities of inspection techniques in common use are often over-stated, but 
increasingly, the concept of Probability of Detection (POD) for a range of inspection 
techniques is being applied to link the reliability of inspection with the requirements of the 
risk management programme.  POD values are frequently derived from round robin 
exercises and trials, but there are further steps which need to be taken when applying this 
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concept to ensure that the differences between trial and site conditions are taken into 
consideration. 

Examples of current applications of POD include: 
• Risk-based inspection planning (RBI ) [1-4] 
• Inspection planning (Probabilistic FM, Probability of Failure POF) [4-6] 
• Non-intrusive inspection (NII) [4-5] 
• Inspection frequency/ periodicity [6] 
• Cost-benefit models (Inspection Value Method IVM) [7-9] 
• Technical justification 
• Technique selection 
• To optimise inspection 
• Details of inspection (coverage, probes etc.) 
• Reliability of past inspections 
• Remaining defect population [6] 
• Inspection strategy 
• Expert witness 

The probability that an inspection will detect a flaw (POD) and the probability of 
the inspection generating false calls (PFI) are recognised as being key measures of 
inspection performance. However, obtaining reliable estimates of POD and PFI is 
notoriously complex and difficult.  

The traditional approach is to mount experimental blind trials or round-robin 
studies. These seek to mimic actual inspection conditions to different degrees and there 
have been specific trials looking at human reliability (e.g. PANI 1-3, PISC III).  Such trials 
can be extensive and costly. Even then such trials can suffer from poor statistics and the 
results obtained are specific to the inspection procedures and equipment used, as well as the 
components and flaws included in the trials. Another difference is that in practice cracking 
or defects can be rare and most components inspected may be defect free. This can lead to 
boredom or complacency. Whereas, in most trial situations most of the components 
examined contain defects.  

In practice the actual conditions or inspection configuration in the field may differ 
to that considered in trials. Examples of field inspection situations are shown in Figure 1. In 
the context of the European-American Workshop model for POD [10] these factors that 
influence POD can be characterised as application related (AP) or human and 
environmental factors (HF). Examples of these factors are given in Table 1 below. 

A key question is how one should take account of these differences between trial 
situations and field situations, when one uses POD values in integrity assessments or the 
other methodologies noted above? This issue is addressed in this paper in the context of 
application related (AP) parameters.  Methods for taking account of human and 
environmental factors (HF) for model and experimentally derived POD values are 
addressed in a separate paper in this conference [Th.5.A.4, 11] 
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Figure 1 Example of inspection situations in the oil and gas, rail and power industries 
 
 
Table 1 Application related, human and environmental factors affecting inspection reliability 

Application Related (AP) Human and Environmental Factors (HF) 
− Geometry 
− Defect type 
− Material 
− Surface finish 
− Coverage 
− Equipment used 
− Probes used 
− Settings 

− Working environment 
− Production pressures, Access conditions 
− Surface condition, Component temperature 
− Interpretative skills required (complexity) 
− Operator skill level 
− Hand to eye co-ordination 
− Familiarity, Diligence (supervision) 
− Repetition, including coverage of large areas 
− Defects are a rare event 
 

2. Approaches to estimate POD in Field Situations 

The accuracy to which an estimate of POD is required will depend on the industry and the 
application in which the POD data is being used. For example, Aerospace is a highly safety 
critical industry with often small critical defect sizes and accurate values of POD are 
required. In the oil and gas industry other factors such as coverage and speed of inspection 
are important and a less accurate estimate of POD may be acceptable [6]. In probabilistic 
fracture mechanics assessment the method uses sensitivity analysis: in this case it is normal 
practice to use upper and lower bound estimates for the POD curve and the accuracy is not 
so critical. 

The approaches that have been used to estimate POD in field situations utilising 
trial data may be summarised as follows: 
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• Expert judgement [4] 
• Signal-comparison (e.g. geometry change, steam turbine blades, SCC v fatigue cracks, 

v notches) [12] 
• Transfer functions (model or experiment derived) [12-13, 15]  
• Model-assisted POD (e.g ‘POD generator’ models) [14-19] 
• Simulators (Simulated trials ) [18-19] 
• ‘Spot-the-flaw’ (HOIS POD Generators , rail axle simulator)  
• Sensitivity studies 
• Experimental measurements (e.g. equipment type, defect type, coatings)  
• Application specific trials  (e.g. Rail bogie inspections) [20] 
 

The expert judgement approach has been commonly applied in integrity 
assessments.  In its simplest form, POD curves are taken from the literature which are 
considered closest to the intended application and used in the integrity models. More 
rigorously all the available POD data is considered together with field experience in using 
the inspection methods and a judgement made where the POD curve is likely to lie. Curves 
derived by the latter method have gained acceptance in some industries, for example in 
railway axle inspection, and become quite widely used. These methods have inherent 
dangers where the selection is made by non NDT experts or the intended application is too 
different to the trial.  Such selection should be made by a panel of NDT and industry 
experts. Ideally upper and lower bound curves should be used to allow the sensitivity to be 
assessed.  

A more rigorous Expert Panel approach which avoids some of these pitfalls has 
been developed by Lilley et al [4] and in the UK National NDT Centre (NNDTC). This 
uses a panel of experts and a structured approach is used in which differences in 
application, human and environmental factors between the trial and the site situations are 
identified. The effect on the slope and upper shelf of the POD curve is assessed using a 
spreadsheet model. 

An approach becoming accepted in the aerospace and more safety critical industries 
are signal comparisons and use of a transfer-function approach. Similar approaches have 
been used in Europe and in the USA. Rummel [12] used this method to apply POD data 
derived on plate specimens to more complex geometries. Experimental measurements were 
made to relate the signal for the complex geometry to the signal for the simpler geometry as 
a function of defect size (the ‘transfer function’). This was then used to correct the â v a 
calculation [21] of the POD curve, in which the measured signal â is plotted against defect 
size parameter a and a threshold detection criteria applied .  

Such ‘transfer functions’ can be derived from experiment or model-assisted and 
have been applied to either the raw data or to adjust the POD curve. The approach is best if 
a modular approach has been adopted so that allowance can be made separately to the 
primary factors affecting the POD curve; signal, background ‘noise’, and detection criteria. 
Similar signal-based methods have been used by NNDTC to look at the difference between 
notches and fatigue cracks in railway axles or between stress corrosion (SCC) cracks and 
fatigue cracks in turbine blades[9][14]. Examples of use of the transfer function approach 
can be found in papers by Thompson [15] and Forsyth [13] at this conference. 

Other methods listed above such as experimental measurements and sensitivity 
studies essentially follow the transfer function approach. 

The area of growing interest is the use of models and simulators.  This approach is 
referred to here as ‘model-assisted POD’. In this case a computer model (or ‘POD 
Generator’) is used either to produce POD curves directly or to investigate parametric 
variations.  In the latter case the model can be used to derive suitable transfer functions to 
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apply to the POD curve or raw trial data.  Computer models for POD are not new, having 
been around since the early 1990s.  However, with the speed of modern PCs, current 
models have reached a higher level of sophistication and practicality, often acting also as 
NDT simulators. What has changed is the extent to which they are being used by industry 
to derive POD curves [18-19] and transfer functions [13][15].  A trend arising from 
increased computing speeds is a growing use of Monte Carlo methods to look at parametric 
variations. 

The use of NDT simulators is a very practical approach to derive POD curves, as a 
training aid, to carry out simulated POD trials, often termed as‘spot the flaw’ [18-19], and 
understand the factors that can influence POD.  Simulation is complementary to 
experimental trials and enables influences on POD to be evaluated at the design stage and 
in advance of detailed POD trials. 

The term ‘application specific trials’ refers to POD trials aiming to represent as 
closely as possible the inspection and the site conditions.  An example are trials conducted 
recently on manual ultrasonic methods for weld cracking defects on railway bogies [20]. 
Defects were introduced at specific locations of concern and blind trials conducted in depot. 
The results were presented at an EIS conference. 

Use of simulators and the expert judgement approach is covered in a separate paper 
at this conference [Paper Thu.5.A.4, 11]. 

For the remainder of this paper we would like to consider the approach that has 
been developing in the European oil and gas industry to get practical POD curves for field 
NDT inspections.  This is the use of POD models (or ‘POD generators’). Two examples are 
given, ultrasonic corrosion mapping and computed radiography, both developed by the 
HOIS joint industry project . 

3. Oil and Gas Industry Approach ‘POD Generators’ 

HOIS is a long running joint industry project to help the oil and gas industry to achieve 
more reliable and cost effective non-destructive testing [22]. POD has become accepted in 
the industry as an important parameter to quantify the reliability of inspection for 
inspection planning and integrity management . It is not practical to cover all possible 
variables that may arise in oil equipment inspections by trials. 

The HOIS approach has been to develop simple Probability of Detection (POD) 
models, or “POD generators”. Currently these cover ultrasonic (UT) corrosion mapping 
[18] and computed radiography (CR) of pipes [19]. The models combine theoretical 
modelling with experimental trial results. The approach is complementary to experimental 
POD trials and allows data from trials such as RACH [23] to be extended to a broader 
range of defects and inspection conditions  

The main aim is to combine mathematical modelling with experimental POD data, 
so that inspection performance can be predicted for a broader range of defect types and 
inspection conditions than is possible with trials alone. 

The POD generators allow key factors which affect POD for particular inspection 
techniques (coatings coverage etc.) to be assessed and technique optimisation. 
Simulated data is produced and the models allow simulated POD trials to be conducted 
using the ‘Spot the flaw’ method [11,14]. This approach is illustrated in Figure 2 and the 
main details summarised below. Fuller details on the two HOIS models are given in 
Sections 4 and 5. 
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3.1 HOIS approach to POD modelling 

The aim is to predict POD for a given inspection, component and defect parameters, taking 
account of the physics of the particular inspection technique. The models have the 
following features: 
• A pragmatic approach is adopted; exact details of defects will never be known 
• Avoid highly complex mathematical models 
• Seek approximations that allow adequately realistic models to run in minutes on 

’normal’ PC’s. 
• Simple to use Windows models 
• Sensitivity studies undertaken 
• Identify key inspection parameters that affect POD 
• Optimisation of inspection to achieve a specified POD 
• Input data is available for commercially available equipment 
• Models pre-run to give simple spreadsheet models for key factors like coverage 
 

 Probe 

Beam 

                      
Figure 2  Schematic illustrating HOIS approach to POD modelling for zero degree, UT 
corrosion mapping 

4. Model 1 - Ultrasonic (UT) Corrosion Mapping 

Within the oil and gas industry, zero degree, ultrasonic corrosion mapping, using C-scan 
and sometimes B-scan imaging is widely used for the detection and characterisation of 
backwall defects such as both localised and generalised corrosion/erosion. Examples of C-
scan ultrasonic thickness maps are shown in Figure 3. There have been recent advances in 
probe deployment, scanning speed, data collection rates etc. What are the consequences for 
POD? 

Some experimental POD trial information for this technique applied to simulated 
corrosion pitting type defects was produced in the RACH programme[23]. However, this 
trial was confined to one example of corrosion mapping equipment applied with a single set 
of inspection parameters (scan increment, sensitivity settings, probe type etc). 

A wide variety of inspection equipment for corrosion mapping is now available, and 
there is interest in estimating inspection reliability for these different equipment types. 
Another key issue which can be examined with computer modelling is the effect on 
performance of inspection parameters such as scan increment which is important in 
determining inspection speed. 

The authors have developed a computer model for ultrasonic corrosion mapping 
POD/PFI estimation, based on approaches developed earlier [14] for the European Space 
Agency, ESA. This model has been implemented in Windows™ and runs on a typical PC 
with sufficient speed to allow POD results to be obtained in a matter of minutes.  
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Figure 3  Examples of ultrasonic corrosion mapping. Courtesy Sonomatic Ltd. 

4.1 POD Model approach 

The model described  is applicable to the corrosion mapping (C-scan) inspection of a flat 
plate, inspected using a pulse-echo 0° probe, to detect backwall corrosion/erosion as 
illustrated in Figure 2. Inspection of pipes using 0° probes involves very similar 
physical processes and thus the model can be considered applicable to predicting the POD 
for this application as well, provided the pipes are not small bore. 

The ultrasonic corrosion mapping POD model includes a realistic but simplified 
physical model for the processes involved in the inspection of backwall corrosion/erosion 
using 0° pulse-echo probes. Note that individual A-scans are not modelled. A modular 
approach is adopted using both experimental and model data as illustrated in Figure 4 
which is relatively simple to extend to other techniques. 

 

 
 
Figure 4  Flowchart illustrating the steps involved in the ESR  POD modelling process  
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The corrosion mapping POD model has been implemented as a 32-bit Windows™ 
application, and will run on any reasonably modern PC with an operating system of 
Windows™ 95 or later. The user input parameters are entered using dialog boxes which 
contain predefined defaults, representing typical values for various examples of 
commercially available corrosion mapping equipment. The user input relating to the 
inspection system in use, and planned scan regime, are entered using a dialog box 

Inputs include details of the component, defects and inspection technique. Defects 
can be placed in random locations in the component.   

4.2 Stages in the model 

The main stages in the modelling are as follows: 
1. Create a 2-D model of wall thickness for a defect free specimen, using user supplied 

information on wall thickness, sampling interval etc. 
2. Add defects to the wall thickness map in random locations, using user supplied 

information on defect characteristics. 
3. Model the effects of the ultrasonic probe by convolving the wall thickness image 

with a model of the ultrasonic beam shape. Addition of random noise to the wall 
thickness image.  

4. Physical modelling of the inspection process. Apply detection criteria to output 
POD curves and PFI 

5. User evaluation of simulated images (“Spot the flaw”) is included within the model. 
The first three stages are illustrated in Figure 5. More details on the modelling and 

inherent assumptions made may be found in the Insight paper [18] 
 

 

 
Figure 5  Stages in the ultrasonic C-scan POD model 

4.3 Model output  

Examples of output from the model are illustrated in Figure 6. The outputs include: directly 
calculated “theoretical” POD curves, alternative measures of  POD and probability of false 
calls (PFI), and simulated C-scan images (corrosion maps). Estimates are automatically 
made of the actual and measured minimum wall thicknesses. To facilitate application by  
operators the model has been pre-run many hundreds of times and a simple spreadsheet 
‘look-up’ version of the model developed that allows users to optimise the coverage for 
particular commercial equipment more quickly to obtain a desired POD. 

Wall thickness map with defects 
in random locations 

“Blurring” due to probe 
beamwidth 

Addition of random noise 
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Figure 6 Examples of POD model output 

4.4 Validation 

The model was subject to extensive validation including comparison with POD of  an old 
example of MicroMap™ corrosion mapping equipment assessed in the RACH trials [23] in 
1999, which looked at internal simulated corrosion defects in 6” nominal bore pipes with 7 
mm and 14 mm wall thickness. Modelling included information on: probe diameter & 
frequency used for trial; component wall thicknesses; scan increment; defect characteristics 
including average aspect ratio (lateral extent/through wall depth); and estimated typical 
noise levels on the MicroMap™ corrosion map images. The comparison is shown below in 
Figure 7 for this configuration and coverage. There is excellent agreement, providing 
confidence in the validity of approach. Note that modern MicroMap™ systems have better 
sensitivity than the equipment used in the 1999 RACH trials. In the trials, pitting less than 
1.6mm depth was not required to be reported. 

4.5 Insight from UT corrosion mapping POD Model 

The model provides significant insight into the effects of scan increment, noise level, 
equipment variations and defect aspect ratio. Smaller scan increments increase POD for 
given defect size. The inspector can vary scan increment to aim to achieve a required POD.  
There is a trade off between scan increment and inspection speed/cost. Lower noise levels 
increase POD.  

There are significant variations between different types of equipment and scanning 
methods (e.g. couplant, water column). It is important to allow for this when considering 
inspection performance.  

Other factors which affect noise and signal levels such as coatings are currently 
being assessed. Larger aspect ratio defects are shown by the model as being easier to detect, 
indicating that likely corrosion mechanisms and resulting defect characteristics should be 
considered when estimating PODs. 
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Figure 7 Validation of ultrasonic C-scan POD model against RACH MicroMap POD trial data 

4.6 Applications 

Applications of the model include: derivation of model-assisted POD curves for specific 
equipment and scan conditions; use by equipment vendors to better understand factors 
which affect performance and hence lead to improved equipment reliability and capability; 
use by inspection service providers when planning inspections e.g. selection of scan; 
increment, coverage, to achieve a required POD; definition of transfer functions to extend 
trial data to different commercial equipment or scan conditions; use by plant operators and 
inspection service providers when assessing results from a site inspection; and assessment 
of what defects could have been missed by the inspection. 

5. Model 2 - Computed Radiography Inspection 

The second HOIS POD generator model to consider relates to computed 
radiography (CR) inspection [19]. This is a relatively new inspection technology now being 
widely used for in-service applications within the oil & gas industry.  In computed 
radiography the traditional X-ray film replaced with a re-usable imaging plate (IP) 
containing photostimulable storage phosphors, which build up a latent image when exposed 
to ionising radiation, as illustrated in Figure 8. The imaging plate is read-out using a laser 
scanner to give a digital image which is displayed and analysed on a computer. 

The CR method is typically used in small diameter pipework (2-3” OD) to 
characterise wall loss type flaws (corrosion & erosion).  There has been a major HOIS JIP 
project to develop a recommended practice for in-service inspection of pipes.  This has 
established quality measures for computed radiography images, carried out experimental 
trials and is intended to provide input to new EN standards. This is underpinned by 
modelling for image simulation and POD prediction. 

The model is applicable to the computed radiographic inspection of a section of 
straight pipe, containing wall loss type pitting flaws, which are assumed to have a semi-
elliptical shape. The pipe can be empty or filled with a product such as water or oil.  

The radiation sources are currently limited to those isotopes most commonly used 
for in-service CR (Iridium 192 and Selenium 75). 
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The model is applicable to the tangential and both the double-wall double image 
(DWDI) and double-wall single image (DWSI) radiographic inspection techniques. The 
position of the source can be displaced from the pipe centre line, and the user is able to 
specify any geometry of inspection (source to detector distance, pipe centre to detector 
distance etc). 

The model contains representations of a number of different types of CR imaging 
plates, and the measured response from an actual imaging plate (empty field image) can be 
incorporated into the modelled images for added realism. The imaging plate is assumed to 
be orthogonal to the X-ray beam, and parallel with the pipe axis. 

The model follows a similar modular approach to the UT corrosion mapping model 
above. Full details on the methodology used and inherent assumptions can be found in the 
Insight paper [19]. Appropriate default values are included to simplify running the model. 
A simple windows user interface  is used to set up the model (Figure 9). 

 

 
Figure 8  Illustration of computed radiography inspection and approach used in the CR 
model, involving a 2-D fan-beam geometry from source to detector 

5.1 Calculation of ‘theoretical’ POD values 

There are a number of measures for POD and PFI, depending on how the probabilities are 
defined. For certain forms of data (for example ultrasonic waveforms), the simplest POD 
measure is the probability that the flaw signal exceeds a certain reporting threshold at a 
single position (point) in the image. However, this is not directly appropriate for visual 
inspection of a CR image. The calculations which give ‘theoretical’ POD curves in the 
present model are based on an algorithm which attempts to model the performance of the 
human eye in detection of targets in the presence of noise, and is then based on extensions 
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to the theory given by Ogilvy[17]. However, due to the complexities of the performance of 
the human eye, more realistic measures of POD are generally obtained using the visual 
assessment method described below. 

 

 
Figure 9  User interface for computed radiography model 

 

5.2 Visual assessment of POD and PFI 

As with other HOIS and NNDTC POD generator models, the simulated images can be used 
to carry out simulated POD trials using integral software in the model. 

This alternative approach is provided for the visual assessment of POD and PFI on 
the final modelled image. In this method, which is sometimes referred to as ‘spot the flaw’, 
the user is requested to mark the positions of all the flaws which can be detected visually on 
the image, using a cursor. Crosses are drawn at each flaw position marked. 

When all detectable flaws have been thus marked, the software compares the 
marked flaw locations with the (known) locations of the flaws in the image. This allows the 
flaw POD to be derived as a function of increasing wall loss. The PFI can also be derived 
from the number of ‘false-calls’, i.e. apparent flaws marked by the user which do not 
correspond to actual flaw locations. 

 

5.3 Example model data and validation 

Figure 10 below shows examples of simulated computed radiographic images for both 
double-wall double image DWDI and double-wall single image DWSI  methods from the 
model.  These are negative images as a radiographer would be used to seeing on film.  The 
model was validated against experimental data.  An example of the validation can be seen 
in Figure 11, which compares the model POD with experimental hit/miss results. More 
detail on the validation and sensitivviity studies undertaken can be found in the Insight 
paper [19].    
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Figure 10 Examples of simulated CR images (negative images – as film) 
 

 

 
Figure 11  Comparison of model prediction with experimental blind trial results 
 

5.4 Insight from Computed Radiography (CR) Model 

Comparable experimental studies would be very time consuming and expensive. The 
modelling results have contributed significantly to the general understanding of 
complexities of CR and provided important input to the HOIS project on improved CR 
procedures. For wall loss radiography, the model predicts that POD is relatively insensitive 
to relatively large changes in exposure time (which affects the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
CR image). For the double-wall double image technique, substantial reductions in the 
source to detector distance, which cause increased geometric unsharpness, are also 
predicted to have a relatively small effect on POD for the pitting flaws modelled. 
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Predicted CR images and PODs were generated for a wide range of values for key 
inspection, component and flaw parameters. The model performed well and appeared to 
give results in line with prior physically-based expectations in most cases. Typical model 
run times were only a few minutes using a medium performance modern PC, so that the 
effects of changing many different variables could be assessed in a relatively short length of 
time.  

A comparable experimental study to assess the effects on POD of these different 
variables would require months or even years of work. The model also provided insight on 
the inspection setup to use in practice, effects of product in the pipe, scatter level and 
optimum source to detector distance.  

6. Use for Correction of Experimental Trial Data 

The models illustrated provide direct estimates of the POD and false calls (PFI) for UT 
corrosion mapping and computed radiography using commercial equipment. These model-
derived POD curves have been shown to be in good agreement with experimental 
measurements and POD trial data. In probabilistic analysis, inspection planning and 
integrity assessments this level of accuracy may well be adequate, particularly if sensitivity 
studies are undertaken using upper and lower bound data. 

This approach could be broadly summarised as follows: validate model against trial 
data then use model to estimate POD in different situations. 

In the US aerospace industry the preference is for model-assisted rather than model-
derived POD curve data [13][15]. In this approach both empirical measurements and 
models may be used to derive transfer functions to extend the application of valuable POD 
trial data to new situations. 

In this approach POD models can be used to look at parametric variations in 
inspection data, or in the POD curve itself, and generate appropriate transfer functions.  
Correction of POD data for the new situation may follow a number of approaches. The first 
is to adjust the inspection trial data (if available) then reanalyse the POD using the hit/miss,  
â v a approach,  or grouping method as appropriate. 

Second, if the original trial data is not available then the model can be used in a 
similar way to provide a transfer function and make an adjustment to the POD curve. This 
approach can be used in conjunction with the Expert Panel approach described earlier, and 
in more detail in References [4] and [11]. There are significant benefits in a modular 
approach which can use model-based or empirical data dependent what is known about the 
inspection method, or how easy it is to model a particular variable.  Human factors cannot 
currently be modelled, so in this case it is necessary to make an empirical correction 
[11][16]. 

There are analogies now for POD modelling for NDT methods to the use of finite-
element analysis for stress analysis.  In the early 1990s FE analysis was treated with some 
suspicion and normal practice was to carry out expensive large scale component tests.  
Nowadays FE analysis is widely accepted and large scale testing is carried out as the 
exception to validate the FE models. In our view the use of model assisted and model 
derived methods to derive POD data have gained significant acceptance and arguably are 
becoming the preferred method with POD trials providing model validation. 

6.1 Example of adjustment of POD curve data 

An example of adjustment of a POD curve is shown in Figure 12 below. In this case POD 
estimates were required for detection of intergranular stress corrosion (IGSCC) cracks 
rather than fatigue cracks by manual ultrasonic inspection.  Intergranular stress corrosion 
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cracks can scatter the ultrasound more widely due to the facetted nature of the crack 
surface, reducing the signal back to the probe.    

The best available POD data for fatigue cracks was the U20 curve from the Nordtest 
trials. This was first corrected to take account of human factors using the PISC III curve 
following the method used by Wall and Wedgwood [16]. 

Experimental measurements were made to look at the comparative signal from SCC 
cracks and fatigue cracks in the same geometry and of similar aspect ratio. In this case the 
signal from the SCC cracks was found to be typically 12dB below that of similarly sized 
fatigue cracks for similar noise levels (25% of signal height). As far as the inspector is 
concerned he is looking at the signal on an A-scan trace, therefore it is the height  of the 
crack above the background noise that is important for detectability. 

Therefore, assuming that the signal was proportional to crack area, a transfer 
function was used to correct the defect size for fatigue cracks to an equivalent SCC crack 
size, shifting the POD curve to the right as shown in Figure 12.  If the POD curve had been 
derived using the â v a approach [21] then an alternative would have been to apply a 
transfer function to the trial data then reanalyse to give a new POD curve. 
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Figure 12   Example of POD trial curve for UT pulse-echo inspection corrected for human 
reliability and for SCC cracking compared to fatigue 

7. Conclusions 

The application of POD data in industrial applications has been considered. There can be 
practical differences between the situation in trials and that in field applications 

The use of simple ‘POD generator’ models validated against experimental data can 
be a valuable aid to estimating the actual reliability 

NDE simulators represent a pragmatic approach to estimating and improving POD 
There would be benefits in a more structured and standardised approach to use and 
correction of POD data (using expert judgement, modelling and signal-based methods) 
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POD trial data and 
estimates in real 
it tisituations
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1.  Applications of POD data by 
Industry

• Inspection planning (Risk-based inspection planning RBI, POF, 
Probabilistic FM, non-intrusive inspection NII), p )

• Technical justification
• Inspection frequency/ periodicity
• To optimise inspection
• Technique selection
• Details of inspection (coverage, probes etc.)
• Reliability of past inspections
• Remaining defect population

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 2

• Cost-benefit models (Inspection Value IVM)
• Inspection strategy
• Expert witness
• To understand risk
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2. Differences to trial situations

• Different equipment, 
application related (AP) or

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 3

application related (AP) or 
human and environmental 
factors (HF)

• How does one take 
account of these 
differences in using POD 
values?

Application and human and 
environmental factors
Application Related (AP)

• Geometry

Human and environmental factors (HF)

• Working environment

• Defect type

• Material

• Surface finish

• Coverage

• Equipment used

• Probes used

• Settings

• Production pressures, Access conditions

• Surface condition, Component temperature

• Interpretative skills required (complexity)

• Operator skill level

• Hand – to – eye co-ordination

• Familiarity, Diligence (supervision)

• Repetition, including coverage of large areas

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 4

• Most components defect free

• How does one take account of these in using 
POD values?

• Most trials will seek to represent these factors 
to some extent. Specific human reliability trials 
(PANI, PISC III)
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3.  Approaches to estimate POD in 
field situations

• Expert judgement (Lilley ECNDT)
• Signal-comparison (e.g geometry change Rummel QNDE Vol 18 

1999; Steam, turbine blades SCC, fatigue cracks, v notches) 
• Models (e.g ‘POD generator’ models)
• Simulators (Simulated trials )
• Spot-the-defect’ (HOIS POD Generators , rail axle simulator) 
• Sensitivity studies
• Experimental measurements (e.g. equipment type, defect type, 

ti )

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 5

coatings) 
• Application specific trials  (e.g. Rail bogie inspections)

Use of simulators and expert judgement approach covered tomorrow in paper 
Thu.5.A.4

4.  Oil and Gas industry approach
‘POD generators’ 

• HOIS JIP for improved NDT in the oil and gas 
industry www.hois2000.com
N t ti l t ll i bl b t i l

 Probe 

• Not practical to cover all variables by trials
• HOIS approach to use Probability of Detection 

(POD) modelling or  “POD generators”
• Currently cover UT corrosion mapping and 

Computed radiography (CR) of pipes.
• Input data available for commercially available 

equipment
– Complementary to experimental POD trials
– Combine theoretical modelling with experimental trial 

results

Beam 

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 6

– Extend to broader range of defects and inspection 
conditions

– Assess key factors which affect POD for particular 
inspection techniques: coatings, coverage etc.

– Produce simulated data and allow simulated POD trials 
(‘Spot the defect’)

– Allows technique optimisation
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HOIS approach to POD modelling

• Aim is to predict POD given inspection, component 
and defect parameters
– Take account physics of the particular inspection techniqueTake account physics of the particular inspection technique

• Pragmatic approach
– Exact details of defects will never be known

• Avoid highly complex mathematical models
• Seek approximations that allow adequately realistic 

models to run in minutes on ’normal’ PC’s.
• Simple to use Windows models
• Sensitivity studies

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 7

• Sensitivity studies
– Identify key inspection parameters that affect POD
– Optimisation of inspection to achieve a specified POD

• Input data for commercially available equipment
• Models pre-run to give simple spreadsheet models for 

key factors like coverage

Model 1   Ultrasonic corrosion 
mapping

• Within oil & gas and other industries, ultrasonic corrosion 
mapping used extensively forpp g y
– Detection and sizing of backwall corrosion/erosion

• Based on C-scan and sometimes B-scan imaging

Wid f i i ll il bl

Probe 

Beam 

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 8

• Wide range of equipment commercially available
– Recent advances in probe deployment, scanning speed, data 

collection rates etc

– What are the consequences for POD?

• Burch S F and Stow B A BINDT 2005 and Insight
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POD model for ultrasonic corrosion 
mapping - overview

• Inputs:
– Details of component, defects 

and inspection technique
Ph i l d lli f

 
COMPONENT 

 
1. Geometry 
2. Defect characteristics 

 

INSPECTION TECHNIQUE 
 

1. Probe details 
2. Scanning information 
3. Inspection noise level 
4. Calibration information 

USER 
INPUTS 

• Physical modelling of 
inspection process

– Defects in random locations in 
component

• Outputs:
– Directly calculated “theoretical” 

POD curves
– Simulated C-scan images 

(corrosion maps)
• User evaluation of simulated 

images (“Spot the defect”)

 
PHYSICAL MODEL 

 
Modelling of component and 

physics of inspection 
processes 

THEORETICAL POD SIMULATED IMAGES 

CALCULATIONS 

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 9

images ( Spot the defect )
– Alternative measures of POD,  

PFI
• Modular approach

– Can be extended to other 
techniques

 
Directly calculated or 

"theoretical" POD curves 

 
Modelled 2-D images 

(C-scans) 
for visual evaluation of defect 

detection 

"VISUAL" POD 
 

POD curve from visual 
detection of  defects in 

simulated images 

OUTPUTS 

Main stages in POD model

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 10

Wall thickness map with defects 
in random locations

“Blurring” due to probe 
beamwidth

Addition of random noise
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Example of model output

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 11

Applications

• Use by equipment vendors to better 
understand factors which affect performance p
and hence lead to improved equipment 
capability.

• Use by inspection service providers when 
planning inspections 
– e.g. selection of scan increment, coverage, to achieve a 

required POD.

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 12

• Use by plant operators and inspection service 
providers when assessing results from a site 
inspection.
– What defects could have been missed by the inspection?
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Validation - comparison with RACH 
experimental POD trial results

• POD of MicroMap™ corrosion mapping 
equipment assessed in RACH trialsequipment assessed in RACH trials

• Internal simulated corrosion defects in 6” 
nominal bore pipes with 7 mm and 14 mm wall 
thickness

• Modelling included information on:
– Probe diameter & frequency used for trial

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 13

Probe diameter & frequency used for trial

– Component wall thicknesses

– Scan increment

– Defect characteristics including average aspect ratio (lateral 
extent/through wall depth)

– Estimated, typical noise levels on MicroMap™ corrosion map images

Comparison of POD modelling with 
RACH experimental trial results

• Excellent agreement

• Provides confidence in validity of approach• Provides confidence in validity of approach

0.5

0.75

1

P
O

D RACH MicroMap POD data

POD modelling

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 14

0

0.25

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

Defect depth (mm)

g
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Sensitivity study example

Variations in all parameters modelled have a significant effect 
on POD

1

0.5

0.75

1

P
O

D

Run 1

Run 2 - Defect aspect ratio doubled

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 15

0

0.25

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

Defect depth (mm)

Run 3 - Scan increment halved

Run 4 - noise level doubled

Insight from POD model
Main parameters which affect POD

• Scan increment 
– Smaller scan increments increase POD for given defect size.

– Inspector can vary this to aim to achieve a required POD. 

– Trade off between scan increment and inspection speed/cost.

• Noise level
– Lower noise levels increase POD

– Significant variations between different types of equipment/scanning 
methods (e.g. couplant, water column)

– Important to assess when considering inspection performance

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 16

– Other factors which affect noise levels currently being assessed.

• Defect aspect ratio
– Larger aspect ratio defects easier to detect
– Consider likely corrosion mechanisms and resulting defect 

characteristics when estimating PODs.
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Model 2  Computed Radiography 
pipe inspection 

• Traditional X-ray film replaced with a re-
usable imaging plate (IP)
N t h l b i id l d f i

Computed 
Radiography – pipe 

inspection • New technology now being widely used for in-
service applications within the oil & gas 
industry

– Wall loss type flaws (corrosion & erosion) 
– Typically in small diameter pipework (2-3” OD)

• Major HOIS JIP project to develop a 
recommended practice for in-service 
inspection of pipes

– Establish quality measures for computed radiography 
images

– Experimental trials

 X or gamma-ray source 

inspection

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 17

– Experimental trials
– Provide input to new EN standards

• Underpinned by modelling for image 
simulation and POD prediction

• Similar approach to UT Corrosion mapping 
model

• Both double-wall ISI radiographic techniques 
(DWDI, DWSI)

Pipe 

Filmless plate 

Corrosion 

Image of wall loss on 
detector 

Burch S F and Stow B A Insight Vol 
50 No 9 Sep 2008 p485-489

CR model – example of user 
interface:

Use of appropriate default 
values to simplify running thevalues to simplify running the 

model

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 18
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Examples of simulated CR images 
(negative images – as film)

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 19

Comparison of model prediction with 
experimental blind trial results

• Model predictions consistent with trial results

0 4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

P
O

D Experimental hit/miss

Model POD
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Insight from CR Model sensitivity 
study 

• Comparable experimental studies would be very time consuming and 
expensive

• Modelling results have contributed significantly to general 
understanding of complexities of CR

• Signal to noise ratio/exposure time

• Most important factor that user can control by varying exposure 
time

• Need to provide guidance on values to use

P d t i i

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 21

– Product in pipe

– Scatter level

• Source to detector distance

• Modelling provided important input to the HOIS project on improved CR 
procedures

Conclusions

• The application of POD data in industrial applications has 
been consideredbeen considered

• There can be practical differences between the situation in 
trials and that in field applications

• The use of simple ‘POD generator’ models validated 
against experimental data can be a valuable aid to 
estimating the actual reliability

• NDE simulators represent a pragmatic approach to 

© ESR Technology Ltd Slide 22

p p g pp
estimating and improving POD

• Benefits in a more structured and standardised approach 
to use and correction of POD data (Expert judgement, 
signal-based methods)
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